Verification of predicted specimen-specific natural and implanted patellofemoral kinematics during simulated deep knee bend.
Verified computational models represent an efficient method for studying the relationship between articular geometry, soft-tissue constraint, and patellofemoral (PF) mechanics. The current study was performed to evaluate an explicit finite element (FE) modeling approach for predicting PF kinematics in the natural and implanted knee. Experimental three-dimensional kinematic data were collected on four healthy cadaver specimens in their natural state and after total knee replacement in the Kansas knee simulator during a simulated deep knee bend activity. Specimen-specific FE models were created from medical images and CAD implant geometry, and included soft-tissue structures representing medial-lateral PF ligaments and the quadriceps tendon. Measured quadriceps loads and prescribed tibiofemoral kinematics were used to predict dynamic kinematics of an isolated PF joint between 10 degrees and 110 degrees femoral flexion. Model sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the effect of rigid or deformable patellar representations and perturbed PF ligament mechanical properties (pre-tension and stiffness) on model predictions and computational efficiency. Predicted PF kinematics from the deformable analyses showed average root mean square (RMS) differences for the natural and implanted states of less than 3.1 degrees and 1.7 mm for all rotations and translations. Kinematic predictions with rigid bodies increased average RMS values slightly to 3.7 degrees and 1.9 mm with a five-fold decrease in computational time. Two-fold increases and decreases in PF ligament initial strain and linear stiffness were found to most adversely affect kinematic predictions for flexion, internal-external tilt and inferior-superior translation in both natural and implanted states. The verified models could be used to further investigate the effects of component alignment or soft-tissue variability on natural and implant PF mechanics.